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Discover how to… 
 

Sell your house “as is” 
For a fair price, on the 
Date of your choice! 
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About us: 
 
We are a successful real estate company and qualified home buyers. We buy 
from people that want a quick or easy sale for top dollar. We offer this 
without the hassles of listing with an agent and waiting for that qualified 
buyer – We are your qualified buyer. 
 
This is our full time, full service business and we are family owned. We buy 
residential single family homes, townhomes, condos and land.  
 
We are professionals focused on helping you meet your real estate 
challenges. If we are not your solution we can help you create a plan that 
might work for you. 
 
Our company is relatively new (2012) but we bought our first investment 
property back in 2007. You may have seen some of our marketing material 
or flyer which you can read in the coming pages. 
 
We’ve spent thousands of dollars on training and investment techniques 
which mean you are working with a group that has knowledge and solutions 
to get you the most money possible in the shortest time frame. 
 
 

 
 
How we can help you: 
 
We go to great length to understand you and your situation for selling and 
construct several solutions that might work for you. We can offer advice on 
what we would do to get top dollar for the house and because every real 
estate situation is different we look for answers outside the box rather than 
using the traditional ways to find a buyer and close. 
 
Your unique circumstances, goals, time frames and house are all factors in 
the solutions we provide. We see the big picture and fine tune from there. 
 
If we help you meet your needs and at the same time meet our needs we 
are ready to buy your house today. 
 
What a great feeling that will be, knowing your house is sold quickly, easily 
and for top dollar! 
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How it works: 
 
 
1. Decide that you’re interested in selling 
 
Even if you’re not ready to move or sell immediately, if you are thinking of 
selling then let’s find out now what we can do for you before investing a lot 
of time or money pursuing traditional routes of fixing it up, marketing it 
yourself, listing it with an agent or renting it out. 
 
2. Provide us with property details 
 
We will then be able do some of our preliminary research and make our 
plans which will help us determine what we can offer. 
 
3. Schedule a time to discuss your preferences, desires and goals 
with us 
 
We prefer to meet at the property to see it, but we can also meet at a coffee 
shop or speak by phone. If you have occupants you wish not to disturb, we 
can inspect the property after we agree on the terms of the sale. The more 
we know about what you hope to do and when, the easier it is to get you 
what you want. 
 
4. Give us a few days to crunch our numbers, finalize our market 
research and determine exactly what is the best we can offer you 
 
5. Schedule a time to discuss our offer and get any of your questions 
answered 
 
Once we have a general agreement we will then prepare a sales agreement 
to work out the finer details such as closing date, possession date, personal 
property included and any conditions to be satisfied prior to closing such as 
appraisal, inspection, etc. 
 
6. Sign agreement and prepare for closing 
 
We’re happy to give you 7 days after accepting our written agreement to 
seek family or professional advice as needed. We will begin the closing 
process contacting the escrow agent, ordering the title report and scheduling 
any needed inspections. 
 
7. Close the sale of your property! 
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Advantages and Benefits to you: 
 
 
Consider our offer before trying to sell it on your own or through a real 
estate agent. Some of the benefits we can help you enjoy when selling 
include: 
 
 

1. Close on the date of your choice 
2.  Avoid fix up, repair or remodeling expenses 
3.  Avoid marketing and selling costs 
4.  Sell quickly and easily for top dollar 
5.  We buy all types of residential real estate 
6.  Overcome challenges of selling investment property 
7.  Convert your entire portfolio into cash or passive income 
8.  Find a new home before selling 
9.  Learn what your property is worth 

 
Any offer we make you is guaranteed for 7 days, allowing you to think about 
it, get family or professional advice, or explore your other options. We don't 
even mind if you shop our offer around. If you can get a better deal-- take 
it! 
 
 
1. Close on the Date of Your Choice 
 
Trying to coordinate a sale with a buyer's ability to close can be frustrating. 
Unlike other home buyers, we won't be moving into your property. What if 
you get fortunate and find a buyer, but then they... 
 

• Change their mind? 
• Are obligated to more time on a lease? 
• Are not approved in time for their new financing? 
• Need to sell their other home first? 
• Try to renegotiate a better deal at the last minute? 

 
And what if you’re not ready to sell or move when your buyer wants to 
close?  You can avoid all these challenges when we buy your property... 
closing whenever you want... whether it's next week or 3 months from now. 
In fact, we can close right away to get you your cash proceeds now and then 
let you to stay for as long as you need.  
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2. Avoid Fix Up, Repair or Remodeling Expenses 
 
We can buy your property as is. There's no need to spend time and money 
doing improvements just to please a picky buyer, or to sell faster, or to get a 
higher price. We can buy your property quickly and for top dollar without 
you going through this trouble or expense. 
 
3. Avoid Marketing and Selling Costs 
 
We can quickly make you an offer and handle all the paperwork prior to 
turning it over to a closing agent. We do not charge any fees or 
commissions. You'll save on holding costs if your property is vacant and 
advertising costs if selling on your own "by owner." 
 
If you're currently under contract to sell with a real estate agent then you'll 
be obligated to pay your agent if we buy while the listing agreement is 
active. There's no need to pay a real estate agent to find you a buyer when 
you’ve already found us on your own. If needed, we can close after your 
agreement has expired with your agent.  
 
4. Sell Quickly and Easily for Top Dollar 
 
The quickest and easiest way to sell your property for top dollar is to have 
us buy it. Unlike other investors, we're professional home buyers with a 
long-term "buy and hold" approach. We can usually offer you a sale price 
higher than you could ever hope to get from any other buyer. 
 
Avoid the costs, competition, uncertainty and inconvenience of selling your 
property. 
Why market your home to find a buyer when we might already be the buyer 
you're looking for?  
 
5. We Buy All Types of Residential Real Estate 
 

• Primary residences or second homes 
• Townhomes and condos 
• Modular, manufactured and mobile homes with land 
• 2 to 5+ unit buildings 
• Other rental or income properties 
• Apartment complexes 

 
6. Overcome Challenges of Selling Investment Property 
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Selling a rental unit, income property or vacant house can be a little more 
challenging then selling a home you live in. We offer great solutions if you 
want to sell without disturbing existing tenants or occupants… and get top 
dollar without doing repairs or remodeling. We can also show you ways to 
avoid or delay a potential tax liability or generate reliable monthly real 
estate income without land lording headaches. 
 
 
 
 
7. Convert Your Entire Portfolio into Cash or Passive Income 
 
Do you own multiple properties? At some point you may decide it's time to 
turn the fruits of your savvy investing and labor into cash or income for 
more time freedom. We specialize in working with retiring landlords, family 
estates and inherited properties. There's no limit to the number of properties 
we can buy due to our national alliance with investment and money 
partners. Let us help you: 
 

• Get top dollar for your properties 
• Turn your equity into cash and time freedom 
• Eliminate land lording headaches 
• Convert rental income into secured, reliable, hands-free income 

 
8. Find a New Home before Selling 
 
Many of the sellers we buy from are downsizing, upsizing, relocating or 
seeking a fresh new start. We normally have several homes available (or 
coming up soon) for sale or for rent. So we might also be able to trade 
properties.  
 
9. Learn What Your Property is Worth 
 
After doing some research on recent comparable sales and inspecting the 
property, we'll gladly share our home value analysis with you. After that we 
can tell you what we think the property is worth, and what we can pay you, 
many times more than full market value. 
 
Our offers are based on the current market value, housing market trends, 
our plans for the property. But due to our long-term buy and hold approach 
we also consider projected future value and rent increases which can push 
up our offer price to very attractive levels. 
 
If we don't both agree on the value, that's OK. We can always buy based on 
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and acceptable independent certified appraisal. If our offer is not acceptable, 
that's OK too. Our deal has to make sense for both of us. Sure, we need to 
make a profit, but we're in a position where we can wait many years for it. 
 
Our property value analysis reveals: 
 

• What your house is worth today 
• What's your active competition 
• What price should you ask if selling on your own 
• What can we pay you for your property now 

 
Armed with this type of knowledge, you can easily decide whether you want 
to sell to us, list with an agent, sell on your own, or maybe even wait and 
sell later. 
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Example properties we’ve been involved with: 
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Free Special Report: 

Does Buying Or Selling A Home Have 
To Be So Difficult? 
 
 

The nationwide credit crisis may have turned “the American dream” into an extended nightmare 
for many Northern Virginia home buyers and sellers. 

Banks and mortgage lenders (who are not going out of business) have tightened up their lending 
requirements to the point where many home buyers today can no longer qualify for a mortgage. 

Record foreclosures, rising unemployment, losses in the financial markets and the current credit 
crunch have not only reduced the number of buyers who can buy but have also increased the 
number of houses that sellers need to sell. 

Prices are under pressure as home sellers lower their asking price to attract a buyer, and as 
lenders resell their foreclosed homes below market value. 

And it’s turning into a vicious cycle -- as many buyers need to sell their current home first -- and 
many sellers (unless they plan to rent) need new financing to get into their next home. As a 
result, a sea of real estate agents, mortgage brokers and home builders have gone out of business. 
These professionals were in the business of serving buyers and sellers. But that’s hard to do with 
the credit crisis when the entire real estate industry traditionally relies on mortgage lending to 
finance buyers and get houses sold. 

What can homeowners do to sell their homes? How can buyers get financing if they can’t meet 
the tougher lending criteria on credit scores, income verification, down payment amounts and 
debt ratios? 

There’s one local real estate professional who has found a way to make things work even 
with the present banking crisis. Chris Whitwood is the owner of Avid homes LLC. Since 2007, 
he has been buying houses throughout Northern Virginia without ever relying on banks. 

Whitwood’s company takes over existing mortgages or brings in private lenders allowing him to 
pay homeowners all cash for the properties. He then offers his properties for rent or “for sale by 
owner” using a variety of unique seller financing programs. 

By taking a long term approach and never relying on banks, business has never been better for 
Whitwood and his company.  

“Most sellers are unaware of the options we offer. What they need most 
is a qualified buyer... and we might just be that buyer. We can buy 

houses in as-is condition, pay top dollar and close in just a few days… or 
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whenever they’re ready.” 

Chris says it’s normal for people to think they must be desperate before calling him to buy their 
house. “It’s a very common misconception. But until I look at a house and do some research, I 
won’t know my game plan for the property or what I can offer. But after a single visit to the 
property and meeting with the homeowners I can let them know exactly what I can do. My offer 
is good for 7 days and it’s only at that point, with my offer on the table, that a seller can decide if 
I’m going to become their buyer.” 

In fact, price is not an issue for Whitwood. As an investor, what’s important to him is the 
determination of what income the property can produce. “It’s easy to determine. I also do an 
appraisal and look at the recent comparable sales. Then I do whatever I can to offer a seller up 
to full price or more today -- or about what they might net sometime in the future pursuing a 
more conventional route. What I can pay depends on the condition, location and financing 
options available for that type of property. It only takes about 10 minutes to prescreen a property 
over the phone and to set an appointment. We typically buy 1 out of every 4 properties we see. In 
fact, for about half of those I have purchased, the seller pursued their other options and then 
came to realize that my offer was the best all along.” 

Whitwood believes the three biggest reasons a house doesn’t sell are: 1) it is overpriced, 2) it 
is poorly marketed, or 3) it is not fixed up to show well. “I can pay a fair price on a home that 
needs work. I might even plan to increase the value or marketability by adding a bedroom or 
bath, finishing a basement or installing a new heating system. Brand new carpet and paint will 
go a long way to attract a qualified buyer. But I understand that many sellers don’t have the 
time, inclination or money to remodel a house... just to get it sold. We solve that problem for 
sellers.” 

Overpricing a home could be the biggest mistake. Listing agents sometimes suggest (or a 
seller might decide) to ask for a higher price than needed. This might be to test the market or 
leave wiggle room to negotiate. However, this can backfire if the seller wants (or needs) a quick 
sale, or when the “days on the market” stacks up causing buyers to wonder what’s wrong with 
the property. 

Another misconception about how Chris Whitwood buys houses is the idea that he’s probably 
looking for sellers in financial distress. “Look, when a seller is out of time or out of options, then 
I’m usually their best solution -- even if their property is over-financed. But most people headed 
for foreclosure are either overleveraged or actually looking to save their house. If I buy the 
house the seller must move. They really need to get into a more affordable home... but sometimes 
I can help by swapping properties.” 

Whitwood warns about companies and real estate investors who target distressed homeowners. 
“Recent laws have been passed that apply to any business and investor who targets people in 
foreclosure. Be cautious, do your research and perhaps seek legal advice when anyone wants to 
charge you an upfront fee for helping to get your loan modified, or... if they’re promising to 
lease the home back to you. That rarely works out like the borrower expects and can lead to 
accusations of fraud. Perhaps rightly so.” 
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What does a real estate investor like Chris Whitwood do with the houses he buys each 
month? Simple. He rents them out or resells them. With a reasonable down payment, Whitwood 
says he can sell you one of his properties using his popular owner financing programs -- even if 
you have damaged credit or a short job history.  

“If you can afford a first month’s rent, a last month’s rent and a security 
deposit, then I can probably sell you one of my houses.” 

His most popular owner financing program includes the opportunity to build “sweat 
equity.” Before repairing or remodeling a newly acquired house, Whitwood offers it in “as-is” 
condition to his buyer’s list. This allows his client to do the work (to suit their own preferences) 
in exchange for all or part of a down payment. “I have a lot of buyers who check my website 
each week looking for these ‘fixer upper’ deals. But if the home is not under contract within 10 
days or so then I’ll hire my contractors to fix it up completely.” 

His next most popular program is a down payment assistance plan. Many buyers turn to 
Whitwood because they don’t have the down payment required by today’s cautious lenders. 
Chris helps buyers build up equity or a down payment over time with his rent-to-own (or lease 
with the option to buy) program. In this program you can rent the property you’ve decided to 
buy, but have the option to close anytime over the next 1, 2... or even 5 years. A portion of the 
rent each month is credited toward buying. Additional amounts can be paid monthly for more 
rapid equity build up plus other promised amounts can be made later... like proceeds from the 
sale of another property or a pending tax refund. 

Once the buyer has enough “skin” in the deal, Whitwood can close with owner financing at 
the predetermined, mutually agreed upon price and terms. Or the buyer can close with a new 
bank loan. According to Whitwood, “There are so many reasons my buyers like some time 
before qualifying for a mortgage. They may need to sell their house, work on their credit, 
establish more time on a job or establish two years of provable income on tax returns when self-
employed. All our buyers are put in touch with a sharp mortgage broker who creates a plan for 
them. We can recommend an affordable credit repair company that can do unbelievable things 
given even a short 6 to 12 months to work on a file. This also helps out some sellers who have 
found themselves in over their head.” 

“We do everything we can to get our buyers permanent bank financing. It’s a win-win because 
we pay sellers all cash and fund our deals with private lenders. Our lenders are mostly local 
individuals seeking alternatives to low bank CD rates. They earn 7 to 10% interest on real estate 
notes well-secured by our properties. When we get our buyer cashed out, we finally make our 
money and can payoff our investor. These investors usually want to reinvest allowing us to buy 
even more houses.” 

Unfortunately many of the mortgage programs once available are now gone. It’s reported that 
75% of the available lending disappeared when FHA changed their rules. But, if you have money 
to put down and can prove your income, there are still loans available now. In fact, some rural 
development loans and VA loans still allow qualified buyers to borrow with no money down. 
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“We help all of our buyers get a bank loan as quickly as possible... or we finance them ourselves. 
But we’ve never relied on banks. That keeps us in control and maintains our sanity. But we get 
those loans done every chance we get. In fact, sometimes a buyer can qualify and doesn’t even 
know it. Other times they can qualify but need a flexible seller. We’re one of the most creative 
and flexible sellers you’ll ever find,” says Whitwood. 

Does buying or selling a home have to be difficult? Maybe not! 

“President Obama says today's economy is the worst since the Great Depression and it may take 
many years to recover. Unfortunately I think he’s right and so do many sharp economists.” 

Interested in selling your property quickly and easily? Looking to buy a new home without 
bank qualifying? It may be worth checking in with Chris Whitwood and his staff at Avid homes 
llc. Call them at 703-688-2891 or visit them online at www.reihouse.com. They’re in a unique 
position to help buyers and sellers overcome the new challenges created by the recent mortgage 
market meltdown and credit crisis. And if you’re looking for a conservative way to earn 8-10% 
interest on your idle cash savings or retirement funds, call and ask for info on becoming one of 
their private lenders. 
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Testimonials – Here’s what other have to say about us: 

 
 
Thank you Chris! I never thought I'd find myself in this situation but when I did, you were 
there to help and never judged.  You know what you're talking about, are easy to talk to 
and helped me when I needed it most.  I would refer anyone I know to Chris and know that 
they are in good hands.  Chris is someone I trust without question and am glad to have 
met.  Thanks Chris! 
 
Karin Milko 
 
 
I would just like to say thank you Chris, for helping me out in a time of need.  You are a 
stand-up guy with an honest no nonsense attitude.  I searched around to find someone who 
valued my time and after talking to many other organizations, Chris from Avid homes llc. 
was hands down the most obvious choice for me.  I recommend anyone who is buying or 
selling a house to give Chris a call.  You will not be disappointed-Thanks Chris. 
 
Josh Weir 
 
 

Chris of reihouse.com is a straightforward and easy-to-work-with guy. He went above and 
beyond my expectations and was willing to work with me to find a solution that was specific 
to my situation. He definitely lives up to his reputation, and he knows his stuff. He made a 
difficult situation easy and more comfortable than I could imagine.  I would recommend him 
to anyone I know in need!   

Chris has the patience and tolerance to find workable solutions. He is willing to go to any 
length and his high motivation and creativity allow him to get the job done.  
  
Amy & Dan Grulke 
 
 
Hey Chris, this is Ted calling. I just wanted to call and thank you for taking care of all that 
with me today. I’m so deeply appreciative of your help and everything on this situation. And 
I just want to let you know that anything we need to do to make this thing happen, I’m 
willing to compromise and work with you in whatever way is possible. You are definitely a 
God Send and if you’d like to give me a ring… 
 
Ted Johnson Jr. 
 
 


